
Tradeweld Floor Kits

Available in three grades to
suit all situations.

Tradeweld Floorkit Std– A long pot life
kit for general rebonding. More time for
intricate work and easier to use in hot
weather.

Tradeweld Floorkit Pro – Fast Set low
odour product. Completely tack free
overnight for a fast turnaround. Comes
with own mixing bucket.

Tradeweld DeLam TX – A thixotropic
kit for injection into the underside of the
floor thereby not disturbing the floor
covering. See separate leaflet for instructions.

Mixing paddle – Fixes into hand drill for
easy mixing of all floor kits.

Mixing Buckets – 2.5L empty buckets
for mixing floor kits in.

Syringe – 60ml syringe with large
nozzle for speed of delivery.

Empty cartridge – 310ml cartridge for
injection of standard floor kits.

Instructions

Remove floor covering around suspect
area and ascertain the extent of
damage. Drill holes through top ply
layer in a diamond pattern with 250mm
centres to the edges of the
delamination.

Locate any cross bearers under the
floor and mark them.

Vacuum the area to remove any dust
and then mix the entire contents of the
A pack to the B pack and stir well for at
least three minutes ensuring to scrape
down the sides of the container. Mixing
is best carried out using a paddle mixer
on a hand drill.

Using syringe supplied, immediately
pump mixed floor kit into floor starting
at one end and working slowly in one
direction. Wait until floor kit oozes out of
the next adjacent hole, then plug hole
being treated with a suitable sized
dowel, snapping it off close to the floor.

Then pump floor kit into the next hole
until all holes have been treated and
sealed off.

If floor has delaminated from the cross
bearers, it can now be screwed down to
them, (before the adhesive cures).

NB. Floorkit Pro will be tack free the
following day but only has a short pot
life when mixed (can be as little as ten
minutes in hot weather).

Neat Tip

Cover the area to be treated with an
economy grade packing tape which can
be removed after installation of the
Floorkit to leave a neat, clean finish.



Trade Grade Products Ltd supply
a wide range of our own brand

products, which are manufactured
strictly to our specification. We are also

distributors for a wide range of well
known and respected companies such
as Hodgson sealants, Dunlop (Alpha),

Bostik Finley (Evode, Bostik), H B
Fuller, Scapa tapes, 3M, Beardow

Adams, Soudal, and others.

We can offer advice on all aspects of
the adhesive trade including Contact

Adhesives, Sprayable systems,
Structural adhesives (epoxy,

methacrylate, Cyanoacrylate, thread
locks, etc), sealants, hot melts, PUR’s,
adhesive tapes, water based systems,

etc. Also, working closely with the
companies we distribute for, we can call

on their expertise if necessary to
provide an unparalleled level of service

to you, the customer.

In short, we can offer a convenient and
single source for all your adhesive and

sealant needs with competitive pricing
and much added value.
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